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Hello Green Print Readers,
It is on a bitter-sweet note that I write my very last editor’s note for the Green Print. The
past two years with the magazine have been an undoubtedly fulfilling experience. Today, the
future does not appear entirely clear to me. Yet, the unknown remains an enticing possibility
for it contains the potential for change and new beginnings.
I would like to take a moment to thank two essential members of Green Print: our treasurer
Allison Almeda-Ahmadi, who has handled all of the budgetary work, and our graphic
designer Ilina Jambhekar, who has designed and created Green Print’s lovely aesthetic over
the past two years. It truly would not have been possible without them! I would also like to
appreciate all of our graduating writers for contributing and sharing their stories with us.
I leave the magazine behind in the reliable hands of the 2021-22 Executive Board: Samara
Mowla, Funda Akilli, Shorbon Mowla, as well as our new graphic designer, Sandeep Patwalia.
I wish them good luck, and have no doubt that they’ll carry forward the Green Print and all
that it stands for.

Always with love,
Samhita Vadapalli
Editor
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Provisions of Desire:
A Collective Effort in Limiting Food Waste This Ramadan
By: Moazima Ahmad

As Muslims globally embark on their second
Ramadan amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, it is
imperative that formal conversations be held in
the public sphere regarding the determinants
of food waste and insecurity. Every year, the
glad tidings of the blessed month bring together
friends and family, where grandiose iftar (the
evening meal marking the completion of one’s
fast at sunset) feasts gradually take shape as
the norm, but in sharp contrast to Allah’s (God)
commandments in the Holy Qur’an. Allah notes,
“eat of the good things We have provided for your
sustenance, but commit no excess therein” (The
Qur’an, 20:81). Yet contrary to His divine rule,
many Muslims engage in rather ostentatious
practices during a time where communal efforts
towards moderation should be honored.
Rooted in Islamic prophetic tradition and
doctrine, Ramadan serves as a much-needed
4

reminder of the ills of capitalism and avarice that
in turn, shape the ways in which we, as agents
of consumption, function in society. Hence, to
partake in fasting this holy month means to
resist the temporal blisses of this world that give
rise to spiritual and bodily disease. Nevertheless,
in recent years Ramadan has functioned as a
commemoration, not solely of spirituality, but
an abundance of capital. On an intercontinental
scale, various Muslim-majority countries have
engaged in unsustainable food practices that
have resulted in spoilage, contamination, and
waste. In 2019 alone, the city of Dubai in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) witnessed a greater
than two-fold increase in food waste during
Ramadan (National Editorial, 2019), indicative
not only of the country’s culture surrounding
excess but of its neglect in bettering the poor
environmental conditions that have sowed its
seeds as a direct outcome of such practices.
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Saudi Arabia, home to Islam’s holiest site of
worship, has also failed in this regard. The
country accumulates approximately 427 kg
of food waste each year, with around 15-20%
attributable to food waste during Ramadan (Baig
et al., 2019). As such, disproportionate rates
linking consumption and waste are intensified,
exacerbating the conditions of minority Muslim
populations that already struggle to provide
for their families. While the practice remains a
grave issue with wealthier Muslim countries, it
has evolved on a smaller scale in the developing
countries of Pakistan, Egypt, and Malaysia,
among others. Unlike the UAE and Saudi Arabia,
those below the poverty line in developing
countries also struggle with food

insecurity as they do not have the luxury of
fancying numerous options. Oftentimes, they
must eat what is available, even if it poses
possible health risks.
International calls for reducing food waste have
been met with some criticism from Muslim
environmentalists and nutritionists. However,
until fitting legislation is passed and the perils of
global climate change are formally addressed,
the ideological frameworks of cultural societies
will continue to act through modes of indulgence
and desire, rather than necessity. It is time that
the torch is not passed on but kindled to bring
about lasting change.
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Johnson and Johnson’s Coronavirus
Vaccine Suspension
By: Beyza Balik

On April 13th officials requested a halt to injections of
the Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) Covid-19 vaccine
after six cases of a rare blood clotting disorder had
emerged. All six cases were of females between the
ages of 18 and 48 and they all developed symptoms
within one to three weeks post vaccination. So what
does this mean for those who have received the
vaccine?
Well, officials are stating that this type of blood clot
is very rare and has only developed in six out of seven
MILLION people who have received the vaccine. As Dr.
Peter Marks has stated, a suspension/pause in the
vaccine is purely “out of an abundance of caution”.
Since this announcement, some have argued that this
pause created unnecessary panic, while some argue
that ignoring it would pose a bigger risk. Although
such a pause has created panic, I personally think that
the right decision was made because if six of these
women all have the same underlying cause, it can be
added to the list of people who should not receive the
vaccine. It is always better to stop and examine the
vaccine with only six cases, rather than ignore it and
allow thousands of more cases to occur. According to
the New York Times, “Scientists with the F.D.A. and the
C.D.C. will jointly examine possible links between the
vaccine and the disorder and determine whether the
F.D.A. should continue to allow emergency use of the
vaccine”. With that being said, an emergency meeting
was scheduled for April 14th for the vaccine advisory
committee.
Another problem that is being faced is a possible
shortage of vaccines. The majority of vaccines in the
United States have been from Pfizer-BioNTech and
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Moderna. With Janssen being added to the bunch,
vaccinations were expected to pick up pace and be
enough for everyone. Some questions have also
come up in regards to whether or not the technology
of the Janssen vaccine had anything to do with
the suspension. The difference is that Janssen is
an adenovirus viral vector vaccine, while PfizerBioNTech and Moderna are both mRNA vaccines
(which are the first of its kind). Although many are
concerned about the Janssen vaccine, many are
also upset about its suspension. The most appealing
factor about this adenovirus viral vector vaccine was
the fact that it was a “one and done” deal and did
not require a second dose. People loved that they did
not have to go in for second doses. Pharmacies and
administrators of the vaccine also loved that it was
easy to store unlike the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines,
which need to be kept in negative (°C) temperatures.
The future of Janssen is still unclear, but it is my
hope that the majority of the country will still be
vaccinated by early summer at the latest.
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The Science of Flavor Pairing
By Julia Buttgereit

Have you ever wondered why certain flavors go

substances in varying concentrations that make

together really well? The fascinating field of flavor

them unique and distinct (American Chemical

chemistry can help us answer this question!

Society).

There are a bunch of different factors that play
a role in determining food sensations, including

To determine which foods share these aromatic

texture, color, sound, temperature, and most

compounds, scientists use methods like gas

importantly, flavor. Flavor is the combination of

chromatography coupled mass spectrometry

sensations like odors, tastes, and freshness or

in order to determine the aroma profile of a

pungency. Humans can differentiate up to 10,000

specific ingredient. Scientists then use data

different odors, which are composed of one or

analysis methods and machine learning to create

more aroma molecules. When we think about

algorithms that calculate which foods and drinks

flavors, we often think about our sense of taste.

have compounds in common. When different

However, aromas are the key drivers of our flavor

foods and drinks share specific key aroma

experience as around 80% of what we consider

compounds, they are more likely to pair well. For

to be “taste” is actually aroma (Foodpairing).

example, strawberries contain dozens of aromatic

The receptors in the mouth and nose detect

compounds, but only a few of them determine

chemical compounds in foods, and send signals

the precise smell of a strawberry. A strawberry’s

to the brain. The brain interprets these signals

defining aromas are fruity, cheesy, green, and

as sensations of taste or aroma. Natural flavors

roasted aromas, which can help to determine

can contain hundreds or thousands of component

what foods a strawberry will pair well with.
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The shared roasted aromas are what make

on foods like pizza. Fatty foods like ham tend

strawberries and chocolate taste so delicious

to leave us with a greasy mouthfeel, and the

together. Shared cheesy aromas are what

acidic pineapple cuts through that undesirable

make strawberries pair well with parmesan,

feeling, creating a balanced result. Chili

and strawberries and basil share citrus aromas

powder and fruit work together to create an

(Foodpairing). Whicte chocolate and caviar

enhanced sense of sweet acidity thanks to the

share trimethylamine and other compounds,

capsaicin that is found in chili powder (Bon

and chocolate and blue cheese share at least

Appetit).

73 different flavor compounds.
You can experiment with flavor pairing in your
Besides flavor, other chemical factors can

own kitchen! You might be surprised by how

contribute to desirable food combinations.

delicious some unusual flavor pairings taste.

Pineapple and ham are two completely

Enjoy!

different tastes, but they work in harmony
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Good Jobs for All: A Day of Action
By Anjali Madgula

It was a sunny bright afternoon when the
members of Sunrise Movement Rutgers and ally
organizations gathered together at the Scott Hall
bus stop with bright neon yellow posters and a
sound system. On that day, April 7th 2021, over 70
Sunrise hubs across the nation were marching to
their local congressman’s offices to demand that
Congresspeople sign the Good Jobs for All pledge
that would ensure guaranteed federal jobs for every
person who wants to work. The program would create
well paid, well supported, unionized, and trained jobs
to adapt communities towards sustainable carbon
neutral infrastructure in order to mitigate the crises
of both wealth inequality and climate change.
As one of the hub coordinators of Sunrise Rutgers, I
had a great time working towards this event through
planning meetings, social media graphics, poster
making, and safety protocols. We planned to march
to Frank Pallone’s office off George Street in New
Brunswick, while Sunrise Point Pleasant marched
to Frank Pallone’s office in Long Branch at the same
time. We had speeches from Sunrise members,
Rutgers faculty, and Our Revolution Middlesex NJ
members. Our call to action was “What do we want?
Good Jobs!! When do we want them? Now!” as well
as “Stop Slacking! Ban Fracking!” and “Clean Futures
Act? We need something more than that!”. My favorite
part was the posters that my friend and fellow

Sunriser Ishita made templates for. They followed the
aesthetic that Sunrise Movement nationally uses at
marches and protests: yellow background with black
bold letters that look amazing when carried together
in a crowd.
As a graduating senior, I am excited to figure out
my path after college and continue to be involved in
environmental action and advocacy wherever I go.
The Sunrise Rutgers hub holds a really special place
in my heart because of the community, flexibility,
and growth that we share as we learn together and
make space for the energy of new members. I’ve also
learned so much about what we are fighting for at the
intersection of global struggles for liberation from my
peers in other coalitions, faculty union members, and
community justice organizations in New Brunswick.
The Good Jobs for All campaign will continue well into
the summer, until demands are met for a recovery
plan that is people-centered and proactively investing
in disaster prevention. We must stop simply reacting
to traumatic and terrible disasters like the winter
storm in Texas and actually create infrastructure that
eliminates the root issues that cause disproportionate
harm in marginalized communities. If you are
interested in joining the hub, contact our email or
message us on Instagram!
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Silver Lining of Coronavirus: Healthier
Whales and Other Sea Life
By Funda Akilli
The coronavirus pandemic came with several harsh
obstacles. However, there is a silver lining to what
has come from this virus. Since the majority of people
have been home and not out as much due to COVID
restrictions, the wildlife around the world has been at
its all-time best.
With the global shutdowns that occurred, human
interference with sea life has decreased. Due to the
slowdown of visits and lack of human activity, there
is a decrease in the hormone levels of whales. As
a result, they are in healthier conditions. Excessive
noise pollution can interfere with the communications
and critical life functions of whales. In an article
by NBC, it was stated that “...stress affects whales
similarly to how it has an impact on
humans, changing their behavior and ability to
perform physically and mentally. Stress can also
lead to long-term changes affecting a whale’s overall
health and its ability to reproduce”.
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In addition, human interference caused by ships and
traffic can disturb other sea animals, such as turtles,
seals, and dolphins. A decrease in commercial railing
has also been observed over the past year. However,
as Iceland is opening its borders again for travel, it is
assumed that whale watching will increase soon and
with that, hunting for these whales will too.
As places begin to open and the restrictions are lifted,
we need to keep in mind that we have to be aware of
our actions. The pandemic has proven that human
activity is significantly detrimental to sea life. With
that being said, we should keep in mind that these
animals are just living their lives. They are doing
nothing different from what they are used to. It is
humans who place them in situations that deprive
them of the freedom that they deserve. Human rights
are very important and we will always fight for it.
However, animal rights are just as important, and
highly intertwined with our lives. As things eventually
return to normal, stay safe and make sure you do
what is best for our world.
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How Can I Help End the Pandemic
By: Srinidi Venkateswaran
Pandemics throughout history have shaped our
health-care system as we know it today. Over the
past year, COVID-19 has impacted the lives of
every single one of us. Epidemiologists have been
quick to identify key aspects of COVID-19 such as
transmissibility, symptoms, and means of spread.
The current pandemic differs significantly from
previous ones due to the disease’s incubation
period, contagiousness, and the severity of the
illness. However, technological advancements in
modern medicine combined with public health
initiatives can change the course of the pandemic
for the better. While this pandemic will definitely
come to an end, there are several precautionary
measures that we can take to help protect
ourselves and help end the pandemic faster.
These include:
1. Wearing a mask: Reusable cloth masks are an
environmentally sustainable option compared
to disposable masks that contain plastic.

Moreover, this would allow N95 and surgical
masks to reach health- care professionals who
need them the most during a pandemic.
2. Social Distancing: Maintaining a 6-feet distance
between people and avoiding crowded places
minimizes chances of exposure to the virus.
If exposed to the virus, it is recommended to
quarantine for 14 days and monitor for any
symptoms of the disease.
3. Getting Vaccinated: Vaccines have always
been an effective way to build herd immunity
by helping our body create antibodies against
viruses. Getting the COVID-19 vaccine is going
to be an effective tool to help curb the spread
of this virus and end the pandemic faster.
Pandemics have always ended in the past,
and so will this one. Following public health
measures not only keeps us and everyone
around us safe, but it will help life get back to
normal faster. Stay safe and trust the science
behind vaccinations!
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5 Activities You’ll Want to Take
Advantage of this Summer!
By Chris McGinley

Let’s face it, Zoom university burn-out is real. Students, professors, and everyone else who has been subjected
to the experience of never-ending zoom calls has been feeling the draining effects of zoom that not even the
thumbs-up reaction can remedy. As the summer approaches and more people are getting vaccinated, it’s time
to put away the sweatpants and break out the sunglasses. Keep reading for some opportunities that everyone
can take advantage of this summer to break out of their everyday routines.
**Disclaimer: It is crucial to remember that the COVID pandemic is still occurring. By no means is this article
perpetuating the idea that we should all go out and ignore the safety guidelines put in place by the CDC and
other organizations. All the activities listed below are safe and can follow social distancing and mask wearing
mandates!**

1. Hiking
New Jersey is a hidden gem when it comes to hiking
trails and beautiful scenic vantage spots. Whether or
not you’re an experienced hiker, there are many trails
and local walking paths that can tailor to hikers of all
levels. Those wanting to experience a naturalistic hike
should give the Wyanokie High Point trail a try. This high
vantage point allows for a 360° view of the surrounding
landscape and a breathtaking view of the New York
skyline on a clear day! Another popular trail is the
Buttermilk Falls trail.
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According to its trail guides, this hike starts at New
Jersey’s highest waterfall, Buttermilk Falls, and
eventually meets the Appalachian trail. It is important
to recognize that these two trails are for more advanced
and experienced hikers. Also, you should never attempt
a hiking trail, especially one like these, alone. Always
bring a hiking partner (or more) and proper supplies to
guarantee your own safety.
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If you are looking for a less intense trail, reach out to
your local Parks and Recreation department who can
guide you to different trails close to your area that
are more suited to fit your interests and experience
level.

2. Kayaking
While beaches are always a popular spot over the
summer vacation months, sometimes they are very
crowded and some people may not be comfortable
with such large crowds with a respiratory pandemic
underway. A way to get your need for the water this
summer is by heading to a designated kayaking trail
or lake in which you can spend the day on the water
without having to worry about the boardwalk crowds.
A very scenic and relaxing place to kayak is at the
Mercer County Community park where there is plenty
of room to explore while also remaining in a relatively
calm body of water. If you don’t have a kayak, don’t
fret! This spot has kayaking rentals available for
individuals and groups! Visit their website for more
specifics on pricing. Again, while kayaking is a
great way to enjoy the water, it is crucial to have
another person with you when doing this activity.
The kayaking site listed here is good for people of
varying experience levels, but it is always safest, and
necessary, to have another person with you when
enjoying a day on the water.

Camping can be a great way to escape the everyday
and allow you to spend the night away from home in
a safe way with your quarantine bubble. If you decide
to go on a camping trip, you can also incorporate
the other activities above on your trip, since you’re
already outside! If you’d rather just relax at the
campsite then you could enjoy a nice fire pit and
make s’mores! While you can make s’mores at any
point of the day, it’s always fun to make them at
night where you can look up and enjoy the stars at
the same time. If you have a telescope, bring it along
and you can stargaze until you’ve identified all of
the constellations in the night sky! If camping in a
tent isn’t your style, you could always rent a scenic
getaway house for a few days in a remote location
to enjoy some of what nature has to offer while not
missing out on the comforts of home!
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5. Watch the Sunset with Mocktails
4. Hammock and Hang out!
Sometimes you just want to take a break! Not every
fun activity has to involve pushing yourself or renting
a campsite. A way to relax at home (or anywhere
actually) is by setting up a hammock and putting your
feet up. Before you move on to the next idea, just
know that hammocks are actually quite comfortable!
Depending on the material of your hammock, they
can offer a variety of comfort levels and fun colors to
really make it your own. Just to be clear, when I’m
talking about hammocks, I’m referring to camping
hammocks that attach to two trees/poles, not the
ones with the metal stand that are common in
backyards (but those work too!) A popular camping
hammock is the Kootek Camping hammock that is
portable and fits a single person. But, if heights aren’t
your thing, you could always lay out a blanket and
look up at the sky!
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Not everyone has the summer months off for
vacation. Those that have their free time limited
to the evening can enjoy the benefits of an easy
night watching the sunset. Sometimes the best
things are simple, and nothing gets simpler than
finding a comfortable chair to watch the sky change
colors as the sun goes down. To add some fun
to this, you can become your own bartender and
experiment with different mocktail recipes! Here
is a link to 30 mocktail recipes that you can try
throughout the warm summer nights! (https://www.
townandcountrymag.com/leisure/drinks/how-to/
g785/best-mocktail-recipes/)
Feel free to add your own special ingredients!
While there are many more activities to fill your days
with, I hope that you find some enjoyment in the ones
listed. This year has been tough on everyone and the
most important thing we can do this summer is to
find healthy ways to unwind and relax. Check in on
friends, discover new hobbies, and find some time for
your own peace of mind. The summer is almost here,
so make the most of it and as always, stay safe!
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How to Get Involved as a Rutgers Alumni
By Jessica Mukhija

The time has come, as it does every year, to graduate!
Senior year is coming to an end, which means that most
of us will not be returning to Rutgers for a long time.
However, even if you aren’t going to pursue any further
studies at Rutgers, you can still find ways to participate
in various events on campus as an Alumni. You can
use the GetInvolved website to attend events that will
be held on campus and the Rutgers University Alumni
Association calendar to look for specific programs and
dates. The RUAA program is also available. It gives
alumni members the chance to travel and connect with
undergraduate students and other alumni.

There are many local groups and undergraduate clubs
that are a part of RUAA that alumni can be a part of
as well. You can participate and volunteer for events
where you can help encourage undergraduate students
to participate in the multiple organizations present

around the four campuses. If you really love Rutgers, the
Superfans Club is the perfect opportunity to feel like a
Scarlet Knight again. Finally, the Workplace Engagement
Program at RU allows alumni to connect with colleagues
and discuss opportunities to help one another.
Doing all of these things will remind you of your college
years and ensure that you won’t end up missing out on
the things happening around campus. If you are a senior
graduating in May or August, I wish you the best of luck
in your future endeavors and encourage you to stay
connected to Rutgers, relive any experiences you may
have had, and find ways to make new memories.
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